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Metropolitan ghettoes and ethnic concentrations: volume 2
Abstract

The origin of the word 'ghetto', it is universally agreed, is in the Jewish quarter of Venice in 1516. It was a
common practice in medieval times to segregate Jews in a particular area of cities, often outside the city walls
or, as in the case of Venice, on the periphery. In London, Jews were excluded from the City and took up
residence in the Aldgate area on the outskirts. This remained a strongly Jewish area until the bombing of the
Second World War. Similar situations were found throughout Europe. These ghettoes were not necessarily
poor or disadvantaged areas. Some, as in Amsterdam, were quite prosperous. In modem times Jews began to
disperse more widely, but the persistence of Jewish institutions such as synagogues in the former ghetto areas
meant that they retained their Jewish character, often for centuries. Ghetto areas grew rapidly in eastern
Europe in the nineteenth century as laws were passed in Tsarist Russia confining Jews to a large area of the
empire (the Jewish Pale) and then driving them from their rural settlements (the shtetls) into cities where
they were confined within particular areas. Thus when the mass Jewish emigration to America started in the
1880s most migrants already had the experience of living in exclusively Jewish villages or urban areas of
Poland and Russia. Other European Jews, while not so confined, had also experienced life in concentrated
areas of cities, although this was much less common than in the Russian or Ottoman empires. When east
European Jews settled in America they tended to live in concentrations such as the Lower East Side or the
Bronx in New York. Despite much dispersal to outer suburbs in America there are still Jewish concentrations
in many major cities.
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LOTES
55.7- 35%
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Canterbuiy
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Rockdale
Strathfield
Concord

CHINESE-SPEAKING
65-32%
Fairfield
Strathfield
Burwood
Auburn
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Ryde
Sydney

VIETNAMESE-SPEAKING
45-1.9%
Marrickville
Fairfield
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Auburn
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*
*
*
*
*
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YUGOSLAV-BORN

ITAI .TAN-SPEAKING

GREEK-SPEAKING

173-43%

14.1 -43%

5.3 - 2%

Drummoyne
Concord
Ashfield
Burwood
Fairfield
Leichhardt
Liverpool
Canterbury
Strathfield
Ryde

Marrickville
Canterbury
Botany
Rockdale
Rand wick
Kogarah
Burwood
Concord
Drummoyne
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Marrickville
Auburn
Botany
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13.6-2%

135-1%

17 - 6.3%

Auburn
Canterbury
Marrickville
Rockdale
Bankstown
Botany
Strathfield
Ashfield
Burwood
Parramatta

Waverley
W oollahra
Hunters Hill
Ku-ring-gai
Randwick
Willoughby
Lane Cove
North Sydney
Mosman
Sydney

Marrickville
Rockdale
Canterbury
Botany
Kogarah
Randwick
Burwood
Bankstown
Fairfield
Concord
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Melbourne
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Port Melb.
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BORN

GREEK-SPEAKING

YUGOSLAV-

2(17-8.6%
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8.1 - 2.6%
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W hittlesea
Broadmeadows
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Oakleigh
Richmond
Brunswick
Collingwood
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W hittlesea
Prahran
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Sunshine
W hittlesea
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aS

73-23%

00
1

53.8-433%
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Broadmeadows
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Melbourne
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Footscray
Sunshine

Caulfield
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W hittlesea
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Preston
Cobuig
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SURVEY OF SELECTED COMMERCIAL CENTRES
IN SYDNEY, MELBOURNE, BRISBANE AND
WOLLONGONG

Street surveys of the following areas were undertaken in 1989:
SYDNEY:
Norton Street, Leichhardt
King Street, Newtown
Cabramatta Shopping Centre
MELBOURNE:
Acland Street, St Kilda
Footscray Shopping Centre
Lygon Street, Carlton
Oakleigh Shopping Centre
Victoria Street, Richmond
Springvale Road, Springvale
Sydney Road, Coburg and Brunswick
BRISBANE:
Fortitude Valley
West End (including Hill End)
Goodna, Darra, Oxley and Inala
WOLLONGONG:
Wentworth Street, Port Kembla
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NOTE:
1) 'Ethnic' is used in the NESB sense
2) The category 'X' denotes either Anglo-Celtic or unidentifiable by ethnic background
3) The category 'Mediterranean' covers businesses of undetermined origin but from the
Mediterranean area
4) A general category called hanks, churches and Government-type offices' also includes such
enterprises as RSL clubs andTABs.

Sydney

NORTON STREET, LEI CHHARDT
Norton Street runs off Parramatta Road at a T-intersection, and is a pleasant mix of small
businesses, professional services, and the occasional Victorian Era private dwelling. We
surveyed the street on 19 August 1989.
The main business part of the street is found in the block between Marion Street and Parramatta
Road. Of 114 premises along this section of Norton Street, 96 were business premises; the others
being banks, government buildings, etc.
An unusual characteristic of Norton Street is the high proportion of professional services
located in the street. 40% of all business premises offered professional services, mainly in the
field of law and medicine.
The western side of the street is the busiest, with a total of 70 business premises, compared to
the eastern side's 26 business premises. The western side is also the most 'ethnic' part of the
street; specifically, it is predominantly Italian.
Italian businesses constitute 57 percent of all businesses on the western side of Norton Street,
compared with 36 percent on the eastern side.
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Anglo-Celtic Australian, and ethnically unidentifiable, businesses are 21 percent and 48 percent
on each side. Thus the eastern side is also the most 'Anglo'. The next main ethnic group, the
Jews, accounts for 8 percent of the western side and 4 percent on the eastern side.
The remaining groups - Poles (1), Lebanese (1), Indians (5), South Africans (2), Tongans (1),
Mexicans (1) and Chinese (1) - are not numerically significant.
Norton Street has a definite Italian feel about it, and the Italian quality is highlighted by the
occasional decorative use of the colours red, white, and green, in shop windows and
advertisements.
An interesting feature of Norton Street's Italian community is the range of businesses and
services offered. The range is wider and more diverse than Lygon Street, Carlton, despite the
comparatively small size of Norton Street's business sector.
Norton Street's food-related businesses tend to be found toward the Parramatta Road end,
whereas the professional services are located along the street or near the quieter Marion
Street/Town Hall end.
The Italian contribution to the substantial professional services offered along the street is 63%
of all such services.
The Italian predominance in the street is characterised by a sense of prosperity and vibrancy.
The following chart reveals our general findings in Norton Street:
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Ethnic Group Number of Businesses Percentage of Total
Italian

49

52%

X

27

28%

Jewish

7

7%

'Other*

13

13%

TOTAL BUSINESSES 96

100%

(* ’Other* is: Polish (doctor), Lebanese (motor mechanic), Indian (5 doctors), South African (2
doctors), Chinese (dentist), Mexican (restaurant), and Tongan (restaurant).

KING STREET. NEWTOWN
King Street, in the inner south-west Sydney suburb of Newtown, is an example of a street that is
commonly regarded in Sydney as being a highly ethnic area, but which in reality is not as
multicultural as many may believe.
Less than half the businesses along the street are 'ethnic' (in the non-Anglo-Celtic sense) but,
nonetheless, one in every five businesses is either Italian or Greek.
Situated near the University of Sydney, and catering in large part for the local student and
staff population, King Street's ethnic flavour probably tends to serve the local professional and
middle class people more than the ethnic communities.
King Street is a paradox. On one hand, there is an obvious gentrification, at one time based
around the campus but increasingly a product of Yuppification (i.e., the movement of
individuals no longer able to afford the prices of houses in the inner eastern and northern
suburbs); on the other hand, there is still a rugged aspect to the street.
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King Street is undergoing a process of change, and at the city and campus end of the street there
is considerable redevelopment.
The further one travels down the road, away from the campus, the more one becomes aware of
the remnant working class population, with its mix of different shapes, sizes, and colours. At
the far end of the street, at the Newtown Junction where the street forks out to become the
Princes Highway and Enmore Road, one can observe a host of fringe social groups, including
punks and skinheads, as well as the main disadvantaged racial groups, such as Aborigines,
Polynesians, and Maoris.
The Junction end reveals many signs of social deprivation, while the campus/city end displays
the more optimistic qualities of the student population and the resident middle class. At the
city end, for example, there is a vegetarian restaurant, an inexpensive Lebanese takeaway, an
antique shop, and a large real estate agency. There is also a huge redevelopment of an old
warehouse, whose previous use included a rehearsal venue for punk and rock music bands, but
which is now destined to become an upmarket residential block.
At the Junction end there is the Newtown railway station, and the lower socio-economic groups
who depend upon it. At the city end, there is the occasional Volvo parked menacingly close to a
student bicycle.
It remains to be seen how the ethnic businesses in King Street will be affected by the changing
nature of their social environment, but it is likely that those connected with food will prosper.
It is apparent that an ethnic street of a different kind has emerged, or is emerging, past the
Junction, along the Princes Highway extension of King Street. A quick survey suggests that this
continuation of King Street past the Junction caters for the traditional working class and lowerincome residents, of various backgrounds, and that at the far south end there is a small
Fijian/Polynesian quarter.
The survey of King Street was completed on 19 August 1989. Of 231 premises between Forbes
Street/Queen Street and the Newtown Junction, 189 were business premises. Six were private
houses, probably attached to the University, and 9 were banks, building societies, and other
ethnically non-specific premises. 27 premises were disused, but this was due to redevelopment
rather than commercial failure.
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Of the 189 business premises surveyed, 75 were found to be ethnic. The majority - totalling 114 was in the 'X' category for Anglo-Celtic Australian or ethnically non-identifiable. Thus, ethnic
businesses accounted for 40 percent of all businesses in King Street
About one in every five business premises along King Street is an ethnic food business, be it a
restaurant, takeaway, fruit shop, coffee lounge, or bakery, etc. Ethnic food businesses account
for more than half (57 percent) of all ethnic businesses in King Street.
In the case of the Italians, 58 percent of all Italian businesses are in food, as are 47 percent of
Greek businesses. The Lebanese, the next largest ethnic group in the street, is the most food
oriented with 75 percent of its group's businesses in the food sector.
It is interesting to note that the Greeks are well represented in the professions (with one
dentist, an optometrist, two lawyers, a real estate agent, and a travel agent) while the Italians
did not show up in the professional realm at all.
Overall, the principal ethnic group is Italian, followed by Greek, Lebanese, and Chinese. The
following table lays out our findings:
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Ethnic Group Number of Premises Percentage of Total
114
oc
Italian
23
Greek
19
Lebanese
8
Chinese/
Vietnamese
6
Spanish/
Latin American
5
Indian
3
Thai
3
Indonesian
2
Arab (unspecified) 2
Austrian
1
Maltese
1
'European' (unspecified) 1
Portuguese
1

60%
12%
10%
4%

TOTAL

100%

189

3%
3%

CABRAMATTA SHOPPING CENTRE
Our survey of Cabramatta concentrated on the central shopping area, namely: Railway Parade,
Cabramatta Road, the Mall, Hughes Street, Arthur Street, and John Street. The survey took
place on 20 August 1989.
We found the shopping area to be prosperous, developing, and dominated by Asians,
particularly Vietnamese and Chinese. The Asian predominance took place on both sides of the
counter, and was apparent at the level of consumer as well as trader.
In other words, Cabramatta shopping area is primarily run by Vietnamese and Chinese for
other Vietnamese and Chinese. Other Asian groups were apparent, such as Laotians, Khmers,
and Thais, but not in significant numbers.
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Our findings are divided into three categories: 'Asian', 'European', and 'Australian'. We use
'Australian' in the Anglo-Celtic Australian sense.
The research team took two slightly different approaches, and thus one set of findings (B) take
into account the type of businesses owned, leased, or run and surveyed a different portion of the
shopping area, 167 business premises in all.
Findings (A) took a raw count of business premises by ethnic character, with the following
overall results for Hughes Street, the Mall, Railway Parade, and part of Cabramatta Road:
(A) Business Premises in Cabramatta by Ethnic Character: Hughes Street, the Mall, Railway
Parade, and part of Cabramatta Road
'ASIAN1

'EUROPEAN1

Hughes Street

22

0

1

The Mall

33

2

3

Railway Parade

4

Cabramatta Road

11

TOTAL

4

70

'AUSTRALIAN'

0

4

9

10

13

The 'Europeans' included a Serbian (restaurant), Italian (lawyer), Hungarian (doctor), and
Swedish (doctor). The 'Asians' were overwhelmingly Vietnamese/Chinese.
The shopping area is also home to various ethnic community organisations, such as the
Association of Ethnic Chinese of Indo-China, the Quoc Tien Club, the Australian-Chinese Teo
Chew Association, the Mutual Homes Co-Op Housing Society Indo-Chinese Region, and the
Vietnamese newspaper, Saigon News.
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Survey (B) included business type, and the following emerge as the principal
Vietnamese/Chinese business sectors in Cabramatta:
Food: 37% of all Asian businesses (11% being restaurants, and 5% of total being Vietnamese
bakeries);
Medical: 23% of all Asian businesses (11% being doctors, and 7% of total being dentists);
Clothing/Fashion: 22% of all Asian businesses (11% of total being clothes/dresses);
Recreation: 7% of all Asian businesses ( amusements, music, photography, books, and video
stores);
Professional: 6% of all Asian businesses (3% of total being accountants).
The range of goods and services indicates that the Cabramatta Vietnamese/Chinese business
community caters for a significant Asian community at Cabramatta. All the goods and services
offered are those which are regarded as basic to an affluent society.
However, it should be noted that the Vietnamese/Chinese are underrepresented in the
professional services at Cabramatta. The professional areas, notably law and real estate, tend
to be run by persons of European (i.e.. mainly Italian) and 'Australian' background.
We did not come across a single Vietnamese/Chinese real estate agency, and there is a certain
irony in this fact when it is realized that the Vietnamese/Chinese business community has
contributed to a boom in property values in the area. Advertised in one real estate agent's
window was a Vietnamese butcher shop for $900,000 and a Chinese grocery for $1,300,000. The
price of houses in the area ranged, typically, from $170,000 to $300,000.
Whereas the single most common business activity among Vietnamese/Chinese at Cabramatta
was connected to food, the main activity of Europeans was in the professions.
Proportionately speaking, 'Australians' also feature prominently in the professions, but the
total number of 'Australian' businesses counted in survey (B) was small ( 37) compared to those
of Asians (103). Bearing in mind that the number of Asian businesses at Cabramatta shopping
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centre exceeds three-fold those of 'Australians', the following emerge as the main 'Australian'
pursuits:
Clothing/Fashion: 24% of 'Australian' total;
Medical: 22%;
Professional: 19%; and,
Food: 19%
The Cabramatta shopping area is an exciting and fascinating place to visit. Virtually a slice of
Asia in the far west of Sydney, Cabramatta is now being promoted as a tourist venue, not only
for overseas visitors to New South Wales, but to interstate visitors to Sydney, and to
Sydneysiders themselves.

M elbourne

ACLAND STREET, ST KILDA
Surveyed on 30 July 1989, we counted a total of 75 premises, of which 7 were banks, government
offices, etc., plus the office of Clyde Holding MHR.
Out of the total of 67 business premises, the largest single non-Anglo-Celtic ethnic group were
the Jews, who accounted for 19 premises. There were an additional 11 'Unspecified Ethnic’,
followed by 10 Italian businesses, 6 Greek, 5 Hungarian, and 4 'Mediterranean'.
Lesser groups were the Chinese (3), Lebanese (2), Danes (1), French (1), Indians (1), Indonesians
(1), Russians (1), Turks (1), and Yugoslavs (1).
Our survey was completed on a Sunday, but Acland Street was bustling with shoppers, most
notably consumers of the cakes and coffee that have made the street famous in Melbourne.
Overall, the street seemed prosperous and trendy.
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The Jewish business contribution represents 28 percent of premises in the street, followed by the
Italians (15 percent) and Greeks (9 percent).
The range of ethnic groups represented in the business life of the street is diverse ( at least 15
different groups for 67 business premises) which makes Acland Street a rather intensive
example of 'business multiculturalism'.

FOOTSCRAY SHOPPING CENTRE
On 28 July 1989, we surveyed the business area of Footscray, namely the following streets:
Hopkins, Barkly, Leeds, Irving, Albert, Nicholson, Byron, and Paisley, plus The Hub, Arcade,
and Mall. In all 411 premises were surveyed, of which 42 were government offices, banks,
churches, etc., including the office of Victorian MLA, Joan Coxsedge. Of the remaining 369
premises (which may be regarded as business premises), 173 were in the 'X' category, signifying
either an Anglo-Celtic Australian or an unidentifiable ethnic owner, lessee, or keeper.
Old and New Shops: Old and New Arrivals
On one hand, there are the rows of small businesses, fronting the main streets - Hopkins and
Barkly (two portions of the same street) - and crowded with shoppers and passers-by. On the
other hand, there are the modem, more relaxed, arcades and malls.The latter appeared less
obviously ethnic, and perhaps the higher rental costs of such places may account for the
relative absence of the more recent groups (such as Lebanese, Turks, and Vietnamese). In the
Footscray Mall, for example, out of a total of 63 business premises, 46 were in the 'X' category.
As far as the ethnic businesses were concerned, three were Greek, three were Italian, and seven
were 'Unspecified Ethnic'.
It should be noted that the Mall runs off Nicholson Street, and that eight ethnic businesses
were found off the Mall, five of which were Vietnamese. This observation reinforces the notion
that the more recent groups are found in the less up-market business locations of Footscray and
are, in a sense, keeping alive the traditional shopping venues, albeit in a different cultural
form.
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Hopkins/Barkly Street
The largest traditional shopping area runs along Hopkins and Barkly Street, from Moore
Street, and concludes virtually at the Princes Highway. There were 164 premises in this area,
19 of which were banks, churches, government offices, etc. Of the 145 premises that may be
regarded as business premises, 63 were in the 'X' category. In other words, 43 percent were run by
Anglo-Celtic Australians or by persons whose ethnicity was not clear.
The Vietnamese were the largest single non-Anglo business group in Hopkins/Barkly Street,
with 39 premises, or 27 percent of the total. Additionally, there were 6 specifically Chinese
premises and two Thai premises, which brings the Asian total to 47, or nearly a third of all
business premises in Hopkins/Barkly Streets.
After the Vietnamese/Chinese come the Italians, with 21 premises, followed by a
'Mediterranean' category which includes Maltese and Cypriots. This group had four premises,
while the Greeks had two, the Poles and Yugoslavs one each, and there were five 'Unspecified
Ethnic’ places.
The Vietnamese
The main Vietnamese quarter was found to be Leeds Street, from Hopkins/Barkly Street to
Irving Street and to the end of the shopping section. Of a total of 53 business premises, 30 were
Vietnamese, or 60 percent of the total. Along Hopkins/Barkly Street itself, the Vietnamese
accounted for 27 percent of all business premises. Overall, for the entire Footscray shopping
district surveyed, Vietnamese represented 28 percent of all businesses.
The Vietnamese, who are often ethnically Chinese, have established a distinctive business
sector in Footscray and offer local people of all backgrounds a range of foods, commodities, and
services. The consumer base of these businesses is, of course, the local Vietnamese residential
population. The Vietnamese Community of Victoria has its office in Irving Street.
Overview of Footscray Shopping Area
Of the 369 business premises in the shopping area surveyed, the following analysis emerged:
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Ethnic Group

Number of Premises

Percentage of Total
Business Premises

'X'

173

47%

Vietnamese/
Chinese

103

28%

Italian

31

8%

'Unspecified Ethnic'

20

5%

'Mediterranean'

12

3%

Greek

11

3%

Thai

4

1%

Lebanese

2

M alaysian

1

Filipino

1

Polish

1

Turkish

2

Yugoslav (unspecified)

2
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OAKLEIGH SHOPPING CENTRE
The purpose of our survey of Oakleigh shops, on 30 July 1989, was to ascertain the principal nonAnglo-Celtic ethnic group. Thus we did not count Anglo-Celtic Australian businesses, or banks,
government offices, etc.
Our survey revealed that the Greeks are the principal ethnic business group at Oakleigh. Of a
total of 47 businesses belonging to non-Anglo-Celtic Australians, 22 ( 47 percent) belonged to
Greeks.
The next group was the Italians, with 9 premises (19 percent of ethnic total), followed by
Vietnamese/Chinese with 7 premises.
We came across 3 Jewish businesses, 2 Indian, one Spanish, one Yugoslav, and 2 'Unspecified
Ethnic'.

VICTORIA STREET, RICHMOND
Despite a common view among Melbournians that their historic inner suburb of Richmond has
been 'taken over' by Vietnamese in recent years, our survey of the main shopping streets
(Church Street, Bridge Road, and Victoria Street) revealed that only Victoria Street has a
dominant Asian presence, mainly Vietnamese.
The Vietnamese business centre mainly comprises small shops, and some large Asian Food
Centres, which seem similar to mixed stores and supermarkets.
The Vietnamese business quarter of Victoria Street extends from the Church Street intersection
in the west end and to Ferguson Street at the City end. It is not a large area, but is distinctively
Chinese and Vietnamese in character.
Of 120 premises on both sides of the Church Street-to-Ferguson Street strip of Victoria Street,
we counted six private residences and a Post Office and three banks.
Thus, there were 110 business premises, of which 69 were Vietnamese. It should be noted,
however, that several displayed both Chinese and Vietnamese characters on their shop
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fronts. It is probable that a high proportion of the Vietnamese are in fact ethnic Chinese from
Vietnam.
We encountered only one business (a restaurant) with Chinese lettering exclusively. There was
also one Khmer business (a grocery).
64.5 percent of all businesses along this section of Victoria Street had an Asian character,
mainly Chinese/Vietnamese.
The Greek presence, very apparent along Bridge Road, was not significant in Victoria Street
and only accounted for 4 or 5 businesses (i.e., 3.6 percent or 4.5 percent). Similarly, there were
only two or three Italian businesses.
Thus, at the very most, we estimate the Southern European business presence in Victoria Street
at 6 to 7 percent, or about one in every 14 businesses.
Two Indians, a Turk, a German, and an Argentinian complete the number of non-Anglo-Celtic
ethnic business people.
The following table demonstrates the nature of the business contributions of the particular
ethnic group.
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Group

Type of Business (No.)

Argentinian

Restaurant (1)

Chinese (only)

Restaurant (1)

German

Club Tivoli (1)

Greek
Pan-Pontian Community

Seafood (1)

Indian

Restaurant (1)
Garage (1)

Italian

Medical (1)
Newsagency (1)
Shoes (1)
Butcher (1)
Hair (1)

Khmer

Grocery (1)

Turk

Restaurant

Vietnamese
and/or Chinese

Chemist (1)
Hair Dresser (4)
Accountant (1)
Grocery/Food Centre (5)
Restaurant (11)
Fashion (6)
Herbalist (1)
Takeaway (4)
Amusements (2)
Supermarket (4)
Printer (1)
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Sewing Machine Supplies (1)
Video (2)
Medical (4)
Physiotherapist (1)
Dentist (1)
Electrical Retail (1)
Electrician (1)
Bookshop/Travel (1)
Fish (1)
Bakery (1)
Butcher (2)
Jewellery (3)
Milk Bar (1)
Boutique (1)
Clothing (1)
Tailor's Supplies (1)
Fabrics (4)
Emporium (1)
Watches (1)
Clothing Manufacturer (1)

SPRINGVALE ROAD, SPRINGVALE
The survey of Springvale Road, Springvale, was conducted on 30 July 1989. The area surveyed
encompassed the main shopping quarter, the portion of the road between Boulton Street and
Maine Hey Crescent. Side streets with small shopping areas, such as St James Avenue, Windsor
Avenue, Balmoral Avenue, and Buckingham Street, were also surveyed.
The names of such streets seem out of touch with the cultural reality of the retail sector
incorporating and surrounding Springvale Road. The Indo-Chinese influence is obvious, and
includes Vietnamese, Thai, and Khmer businesses. The name of a local car sales yard says it
all: MEKONG CAR SALES.
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Along Springvale Road, we counted 157 premises, of which 13 were banks, government offices,
etc. Of the 144 premises that may be called business premises, the following analysis emerges:
Ethnic Group Number of Premises Percentage of Total
■x

Vietnamese
Greek
Chinese
Yugoslav
Khmer
Other*

77

53%

29

20%

15

10%

9

6%

4

3%

2

1%

8

5%

(* ’Other’ equals one each for the following: Dutch, Indian, Jewish, Latin American,
'Mediterranean', Polish, Portuguese, and 'Unspecified Ethnic’)
The total Asian business contribution to Springvale Road accounts for 28 percent of all
businesses. The office of the Chinese Herald is located along the road.
The Southern European contribution represents 14 percent of the total, of which the Greek
contribution is 10 percent. Curiously, there were no obvious Italian premises.
The situation in respect of the side streets running off or near Springvale Road is illuminating.
It would seem that Vietnamese and Chinese people have developed and enhanced these small
side street shopping areas, exploiting their ample car parking provisions.
St James Avenue is a case in point. Running behind one side of Springvale Road, some of its
shops actually front onto the main road. There are only 5 businesses in the Avenue that do not
front onto the road, and these are all Vietnamese/Chinese.
Windsor Avenue, running off Springvale Road, has 15 business premises. Twelve are
Vietnamese/Chinese. In Balmoral Avenue we found 20 business premises, of which 10 were
Vietnamese. Four were in the 'X' categoxy, and 2 were Italian. In Buckingham Street, which is
off Balmoral Avenue, we found 27 business premises, of which 16 were Vietnamese/Chinese and
Khmer.
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In sum, while Asian businesses represented 28 percent of all premises along Springvale Road, in
the side street shopping areas they accounted for 64 percent.

SYDNEY ROAD, COBURG AND BRUNSWICK
Sydney Road was proclaimed the official northern route out of Melbourne in 1850. It remains so
for thousands of Victorians each year, despite the passage of 139 years. The rise of motorised
transport in the twentieth century accentuated Sydney Road's chaotic, sardine-packed,
character.
In 1906, the Coburg Council adopted the building code of the Local Government Act to ensure
that new buildings along the road would be consistent with the notion of a handsome business
thoroughfare. To an extent, the current generation of Sydney Road frequenters enjoy the legacy
of the Council's decision of 72 years ago. Various upper-level facades on the characteristically
two-storeyed business premises have been preserved and, in both Coburg and Brunswick, the
road has not entirely lost its historic charm.
The tramline which runs directly along Sydney Road into the Central Business District of
Melbourne has its origins in the horse-tram that serviced a portion of the road in 1886, and the
cable-tram that followed along a longer portion in 1887. The current tram system is a popular
and efficient, if slow, means of public transport for Coburg and Brunswick people.
Between 1947 and 1964, with mass production of the motor car and dramatic increases in
population in the area, traffic on Sydney Road increased four-fold and, by 1970, fifty thousand
vehicles entered the intersection with Bell Street each working day. The northern end of
Sydney Road became a major shopping area, servicing not only the traditional Coburg residents,
but also the thousands of new settlers in the developing northern suburbs.
Today, the north-western end of Sydney Road is a peak shopping area, with off-street parking
for more than 2,500 cars.
In analysing the ethnic composition of the businesses along the road, from Bell Street (Coburg)
to Brunswick Road (Brunswick), it is useful - and necessary - to appreciate the divisions within
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the road. These distinctive sections are basically the busy retail areas at the north-west and
south ends, and the less busy (and hence less expensive in terms of rent) areas along the way.
The more recently arrived ethnic groups (Turks and Lebanese) are to be found in the more central
sections of the road, whereas the most established group, the Italians, while the dominant
group along the entire road, are particularly dominant in the northern and southern sections.
The Greeks, as shall be demonstrated, are negligible in the northern sections, but second only to
the Italians in the southern sections.
The Chinese/Vietnamese are not significant, averaging out at about 1.6 percent of all premises
along the road between Bell Street and Brunswick Road. The most important
Chinese/Vietnamese presence is in the south-eastern strip (from Moreland Road to Brunswick
Road), where they account for 4 percent of all businesses.
For purposes of analysis, we have divided both sides of Sydney Road into four sections: north,
north-central, south-central, and south. Moreland Road is, roughly speaking, the half-way
mark. The four sections are further divided geographically into north-east (Bell Street to
Rennie Street), north-west (Bell Street to Reynard Street), north-east-central (Rennie Street to
Moreland Road), north-west-central (Reynard Street to Moreland Road), south-east-central
(Moreland Road to Blyth Street), south-west-central (Moreland Road to Victoria Street),
south-east (Blyth Street to Brunswick Road), and south-west (Victoria Street to Brunswick
Road).
Arguably, Sydney Road is Victoria's most important thoroughfare, as it links the populous
northern suburbs of Melbourne with the Central Business District, and to an extent links the
suburbs to one another, via an efficient tram system. At the northern end, beyond the Bell Street
intersection, Sydney Road becomes the Hume Highway, leading - after many hours of driving to Liverpool Road and Parramatta Road, Sydney, and thence into the heart of Sydney.
The polyethnic character of Sydney Road is unmistakeable even to the most fleeting observer.
Despite the trend in recent years on the part of middle class people (mainly professionals) to
settle in the traditionally working class suburbs of Brunswick and Coburg (due, in no small part,
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to the booming prices of houses that have been spiralling since the late 1970s in the next nearest
suburbs to the City, Carlton and Parkville), Sydney Road seems to have withstood
gentrification.
Sydney Road, in all its chaotic splendour, is nothing if not a shopping centre; or, more
accurately, a series of dozens of small and medium-sized businesses and shops, restaurants and
coffee lounges, newsagents and chemists, arcades and markets.
In the heart of its business life - the retail area - Sydney Road is dependent on the commercial
activities of peoples from non-English-speaking backgrounds; be they shopkeepers or store
managers. Our survey found that NESB business accounts for at least 54.6 percent of all
businesses along Sydney Road between Bell Street and Brunswick Road, and for 66.6 percent of
all businesses in the south-east-central (between Moreland road and Blyth Street) and south
west-central (between Moreland Road and Victoria Street) sections.
Without the involvement of Italians, for example, Sydney Road would simply cease to exist as
one of Australia's most vibrant business thoroughfares. Our survey reveals that at least one in
eveiy four businesses along Sydney Road, between Bell Street and Brunswick Road, is Italian
and that, in the north-west section (between Bell Street and Reynard Street) and the north
east (between Bell Street and Rennie Street), the Italians account for at least every third
business.
Without the Greeks, Lebanese, and Turks, the road would not only lose its diversity, but locals
would no longer have ready access to the range of goods and services offered by each group. Our
survey reveals that the Greeks are the second ethnic business group, with one in every twelve
premises owned, or leased, or run by Greeks. However, the Greeks, like the Turks and Lebanese,
have established businesses in particular parts of Sydney Road. In the case of the Greeks, a
distinct preference for the area south of Moreland Road (up to Victoria Street/Blyth Street) is
apparent. In that section of Sydney Road, one in every seven shops is Greek.
The Turks are marginally stronger in the central south section of Sydney Road (representing
every thirteenth shop) than in the central north (where they account for every seventeenth
premise).
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The Lebanese, as the fourth main NESB business group, represent about 3 percent of all
businesses along the road, but are strongest in the central north sections (between Moreland
Road and Rennie Street/Reynard Street) where they account for 6 percent of all businesses.
During our survey (in July 1989) along the entire distance of the road from Bell Street to
Brunswick Road, and back again, we came across approximately 50 premises (out of a total of
about 800) that were disused. However, this was invariably a temporary condition, due to
repair work, renovations, or recent change of owners or lessees.
Sydney Road is an example of ethnic business concentration serving not only the local ethnic
communities but also providing a range of consumer goods and services, and foodstuffs, for all
the local people, regardless of ethnic origin.
The road also has a significance in terms of ethnic community newspapers. Not only are
hundreds of copies of various ethnic newspapers sold along Sydney Road each week, but local
businesses find the ethnic media a good place to advertise their wares.
The Melbourne-based Italian newspaper, II Globo, obtains about 14 percent of its
advertisements from businesses located along Sydney Road, mainly in Brunswick. The Greek
newspaper, Neos Kosmos, relies on Sydney Road for 4 percent of its adverts, while 7 percent of
the Melbourne-based advertisements in the Sydney-produced Arabic newspaper, El Telegraph,
come from businesses in Sydney Road, Brunswick.
The principal retail and professional services provided by the local ethnic businesses may be
grouped under the following broad headings: auto, clothing/fashion, food, furnishings,
manufacturing, professional (medical, legal, etc.), recreational, and 'other'.
Included in each category are the following:
AUTO:
GARAGE, AUTO-MECHANIC, USED CARS
CLOTHING/FASHION:
CLOTHES, DRESSES, HAIR, JEWELLERY, SHOES, TAILOR
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FOOD:
BAKERY, BOMBONIERE/CAKES, BUTCHER, CATERER, COFFEE LOUNGE, COFFEE
LOUNGE/RESTAURANT, COFFEE SALES, DELI, ’FOOD’, FRUIT, MILK BAR, NUTS,
POULTRY, RESTAURANT, SEAFOOD, TAKEAWAY
FURNISHINGS:
BRASS AND MONUMENTAL, CARPET, COOKING EQUIPMENT, ELECTRICAL,
FURNITURE, FURNITURE RESTORATION/REPAIR, TILES AND CERAMICS
MANUFACTURING:
CLOTHING, SPORTSWEAR, TOOLMAKER, GLORY BOX
MEDICAL:
CHEMIST, DENTIST, MEDICAL, VETERINARIAN
PROFESSIONAL:
ACCOUNTANT, CONSULTING ENGINEER, INSURANCE, LEGAL, REAL ESTATE, TRAVEL
RECREATIONAL:
AMUSEMENTS, BICYCLES, BOOKSHOP, GUN DEALER, MARTIAL ARTS, MUSIC,
NEWSAGENCY, PUBS/TAVERNS, PHOTOGRAPHY, POSTER FRAMING, RECEPTIONS,
SPORTS, VIDEO
’OTHER’:
BUILDER, DISCOUNT SHOP, DRAPERY, ENGINEER, FLORIST, HABERDASHERY,
HARDWARE, IMPORTS, LAUNDRY, MIXED RETAIL/EMPORIUM, SECOND-HAND
DEALER, SEWING MACHINE SUPPLIES, SUPERMARKET
The above list reveals the range of NESB businesses along Sydney Road, between Bell Street
and Brunswick Road.
Before proceeding to our findings for each section of the road and for each categoiy of business, it
is necessary to say something about our methodology. The collection of data was accomplished
by foot work and observation. Every business premises with a shop-front facing Sydney Road,
and any upstairs premises listed on doorways facing the road, were noted
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The findings are almost certainly underestimates, mainly because there was a proportion of
premises that could not be readily identified by ethnicity. A large grouping has thus been given
an 'X' classification; a grouping which includes Anglo-Australian businesses but also,
presumably, many non-Anglo concerns as well.
Identification of ethnic character was easy in cases where the proprietor's name was displayed
on the shop front. However, we also reached conclusions by listening to the language spoken by
shopkeepers, and by the nature of the business. As most of the businesses are small concerns, it is
reasonable to assume that the people running them have some type of family connection to the
lessees/owners.
Banks, churches, government offices, and other general premises were counted in a separate
category. Ethnic community organisations were listed separately.
Bell Street to Rennie Street, Coburg
Of a total of 97 premises in this section, at least 41 were either owned, leased, or run by nonAnglo people. Of those forty-one, 29 were Italian, two Greek, two Turkish, two unspecified
Southern European/Mediterranean (hereafter, 'Mediterranean', four 'Unspecified Ethnic', one
Chinese, and one Lebanese. 52 were in the 'X' category. The remainder were either government
offices, banks, or churches.
A more detailed breakdown of the data reveals the following:
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Ethnic Group Type of Business (No.)
ITALIAN
CLOTHING/FASHION (13)
FOOD (6)
PROFESSIONAL (4)
RECREATIONAL (4)
’OTHER' (2)
GREEK
PROFESSIONAL (1)
RECREATIONAL (1)
TURKISH
FOOD (1)
MEDICAL (1)
LEBANESE
RECREATIONAL (1)
MEDITERRANEAN
RECREATIONAL (1)
FOOD (1)
CHINESE/
VIETNAMESE
FOOD(l)
UNSPECIFIED
TOTAL

29
2
2
1
2
1
4
41

The Italians are the dominant ethnic group in Sydney Road's north-east section. They are
numerically large, but also have a distinctive presence. The relative absence of other ethnic
groups adds to the Italian predominance.
Two ethnic community organisations seemed to be based in this section: FILEF and the Order of
Oddfellows Circolo Anziani Italiani di Coburg (both Italian).
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Italians account for at least 31 percent of all premises in the north-east portion of Sydney Road
(excluding banks, government offices, etc). Greeks, Turks, and Lebanese account for only 2 percent
each.
Overall, ethnic businesses represent 44 percent of premises in the north-east of Sydney Road
(excluding banks, government offices, etc).
Bell Street to Reynard Street; Coburg
Of 80 premises, at least 39 are NESB managed. 36 are 'X', and 5 are banks, etc. The Italians are
the main group, with at least 25 businesses. There is a small Greek presence in the north-west
section. We did not come across any Chinese or Vietnamese places.
This section is the main shopping area of Sydney Road, in Coburg, and contains several
shopping arcades, plus a street mall, a market, and a large Coles store. Furthermore, this part
of the road leads (via the arcades) into a large off-street shopping complex comprising big
supermarkets and a hypermart. There is ample provision for car parking in the off-street
complex and, presumably, the north-west of Sydney Road is a high rent section.
It should be noted that, due to an industrial dispute, the Coburg Market was closed for the day.
Also, we did not count the shops in every arcade.
Indicative of the ethnic composition of this section of the road was a sign on the door of the
Northern Region Rehabilitation Unit, which read: Italian, Greek, Macedonian, Turkish,
Arabic, Croatian, Chinese, and Hindi spoken.
An added attraction of the north-west is the concentration of five government offices providing
community services, including a Commonwealth Employment Service and a Post Office.
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Ethnic Group

Type of Business (No.)

ITALIAN
CLOTHING/FASHION ( 7)
FOOD (8)
MANUFACTURING (1)
PROFESSIONAL (3)
OTHER (6)
GREEK
AUTO (1)
FOOD (2)
RECREATION (1)
TURKISH
FOOD (2)
LEBANESE
FOOD (1)
MEDITERRANEAN
CLOTHING/FASHION (1)
FOOD (3)
OTHER (1)
GERMAN/
JEWISH

25

4
2
1

5
2

TOTAL

39

Italians account for 33 percent of all premises (excluding banks, government offices, etc.) in the
north-western section of Sydney Road. Greeks represent 5.3 percent, and Turks 2.6 percent.
The overall NESB contribution to this section represents 52 percent of all businesses.
Rennie Street to Moreland Road, Coburg
Of 57 premises along the north-east-central section of the road, at least 32 were NESB
managed. 22 were 'X'. There were no ethnic organisations; though there is a mosque in Moore
Street, which runs off this part of Sydney Road.
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While Italians emerge as the biggest single ethnic business group in this section, a significant
Lebanese presence is noticeable for the first time in the northern sections of the road, and the
Turks also emerge as a significant group. The ethnic mix, overall, is more diverse than the
northern sections. In addition to the Turks and Lebanese, there is one Indian, a Pole, a Maltese,
and two Chinese.
There is little Greek interest in this section, however.
This part of Sydney Road is not a major shopping area, and is tranquil in comparison to the
northern sections. Perhaps the ultimate indication of the relatively quiet nature of this retail
area is the fact that no banks are to be found the section.
Ethnic Group

Type of Business (No.)

ITALIAN
CLOTHING/FASHION (4)
FOOD (3)
PROFESSIONAL (4)
RECREATION (1)
OTHER (1)
GREEK
RECREATION (1)
TURKISH
FOOD (2)
MEDICAL (4)
LEBANESE
FOOD (3)
RECREATION (1)
CHINESE/
FOOD (Chinese)
VIETNAMESE MEDICAL (Chinese)
UNSPECIFIED
OTHER

2
2
3

TOTAL

32

14
1
6
4
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Italians account for 24.5 percent of all premises in the north-east-central section. Turks
represent 10.5 percent, and Lebanese are 7 percent. Greeks are 1.7 percent.
Overall, the NESB presence in this portion of Sydney Road accounts for 56 percent of all
premises.
Reynard Street to Moreland Road, Coburg
Of 59 premises along the north-west-central section, at least 26 are NESB. 17 were Italian, 5
Turkish, 3 Lebanese, and one Greek. This section of Sydney Road is also home to two ethnic
organisations: the Victorian Turkish Labourers' Association, and the Centre of Friendship
(Arabic/Lebanese). The office of State Parliamentarian, Giovanni Sgro, is also located in this
part of the road.
Ethnic Group Type of Business (No.)
ITALIAN
AUTO (1)
CLOTHING-FASHION (4)
FOOD (4)
FURNISHING (2)
PROFESSIONAL (4)
RECREATION (1)
OTHER (1)
17
GREEK
OTHER (1)
1
TURKISH
AUTO (1)
FOOD (2)
MEDICAL (1)
PROFESSIONAL (1)
5
LEBANESE
FOOD (2)
MEDICAL (1)
3
TOTAL

26
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44.8 percent of the premises (including the two ethnic organisations) in the north-west-central
section of Sydney Road have an NESB character.
Italians represent 29.3 percent of all premises, followed by Turks (8.6 percent), Lebanese (5.1
percent), and Greeks (1.7 percent).
Moreland Road to Blythe Street, Brunswick
This south-east-central section of Sydney Road has the highest proportion of Turkish
businesses. As shall be seen, the same applies to the opposite side of the road, the south-westcentral section between Moreland Road and Victoria Street.
In the south-east-central portion, however, Italians are the main ethnic group, accounting for 32
of the 124 total number of premises. There were 16 Greek concerns, 14 Turkish, 6 Lebanese, and 4
Chinese/Vietnamese. Additionally, we came across premises run by a Maltese, an Indian
(Bengali), an Egyptian, and a Yugoslav (Serbian).
The high proportion of Turkish and Greek premises, and the emergence of a small Vietnamese
group, distinguish the south-east-central section from the northern parts of Sydney Road.
There are also three ethnic organisations based in this part of Sydney Road: the Turkish Social
Club, the Islamic Education and Culture Centre, and the Italian Welfare Service.
State Parliamentarian Caroline Hogg's office is in this section.
Overall, NESB businesses (including organisations) total 78 in Sydney Road's south-eastcentral section.
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Ethnic Group Type of Business (No.)
ITALIAN
AUTO (1)
CLOTHING/FASHION (1)
FOOD (9)
FURNISHINGS (2)
MANUFACTURING (1)
MEDICAL (3)
PROFESSIONAL (8)
RECREATION (5)
OTHER (2)
32
GREEK
CLOTHING/FASHION (2)
FOOD (5)
MANUFACTURING (1)
MEDICAL (1)
PROFESSIONAL (5)
RECREATION (1)
OTHER (1)
16
TURKISH
CLOTHING/FASHION (2)
FOOD (5)
MEDICAL (3)
PROFESSIONAL (2)
RECREATION (2)
14
LEBANESE
FOOD (5)
RECREATION (1)
6
MEDITERRANEAN
FOOD (1)
1
CHINESE/ FOOD (1) MANUFACTURING (1)
VIETNAMESE FOOD(l) MANUFACTURING (1) 4
UNSPECIFIED
1
OTHER____________________ 4
TOTAL
78
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Overall, NESB (including organisations) account for 66.3 percent of all businesses (excluding
banks, etc) in this part of Sydney Road.
Italians are the largest group, representing 26.2 percent of all businesses, while the Greeks
account for 13.1 percent and the Turks for 11.4 percent. Lebanese account for 4.9 percent, followed
by Chinese/Vietnamese (3.2 percent).
Moreland Road to Victoria Street, Brunswick
South-west-central section is, along with south-east-central, the most Turkish part, and the
most Greek part, of Sydney Road. Of a total of 127 premises, 14 are Turkish. However, there
were 19 Greek premises, and 29 Italian. There were 3 Lebanese, and no Chinese/Vietnamese.
The following have been listed under 'OTHER': Maltese (2), Portuguese (1), and 'Asian' (1).
This section contained two ethnic organisations: the Reggio Calabria Club, and the Licodia
Eubea Social Club.
The Edinburgh Castle hotel, on the comer of Albion Street, has a Greek proprietor and has been
one of Brunswick's great recreational institutions for many decades.
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Ethnic Group

Type of Business (No.)

ITALIAN
CLOTHING/FASHION (8)
FOOD (9)
FURNISHING (2)
MANUFACTURING (1)
MEDICAL (1)
PROFESSIONAL (3)
CITHER (5)
GREEK
CLOTHING/FASHION (2)
FOOD (2)
FURNISHING (1)
MEDICAL (1)
PROFESSIONAL (6)
RECREATION (1)
OTHER (6)
TURKISH
CLOTHING/FASHION (3)
FOOD (7)
RECREATION (2)
OTHER (2)
LEBANESE
CLOTHING/FASHION (1)
POOD (2)
MEDITERRANEAN
CLOTHING/FASHION (3)
FOOD (3)
PROFESSIONAL (2)
RECREATION (2)
UNSPECIFIED
OTHER
TOTAL

29

19

14
3

10
2
4
81
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Overall, NESB businesses (including organisations) account for 66.9 percent of all businesses
(excluding banks and churches, etc) in the south-west-central section of Sydney Road. Italians
are the biggest group, representing 23.3 percent of all businesses, followed by Greeks (15.3
percent), Turks (11.2 percent), and Lebanese (2.4 percent).
Blythe Street to Brunswick Road, Brunswick
Of a total of 106 premises in Sydney Road's south-east section, 53 were NESB. The Italians,
with 29 premises, are the biggest group, followed by the Greeks (12). A distinguishing
characteristic of this section is the diminution of Turkish businesses, of which there are only
two, and the small Chinese/Vietnamese presence.
There is a Laotian restaurant in this part of Sydney Road, and also an Egyptian business.
There are 6 government offices, banks, etc., and Senator Jim Short, has his office in this section
of the road.
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Ethnic Group Type of Business (No.)
ITALIAN
CLOTHING/FASHION (8)
FOOD (6)
FURNISHING (2)
MANUFACTURING (1)
MEDICAL (1)
PROFESSIONAL (8)
OTHER (3)
GREEK
CLOTHING/FASHION (2)
FOOD (5)
FURNISHING (1)
PROFESSIONAL (1)
RECREATION (3)
TURKISH
FOOD (2)
LEBANESE
FOOD (2)
MEDITERRANEAN
FOOD(l)
CHINESE/
FOOD (2)
VIETNAMESE FOOD(2)
UNSPECIFIED
OTHER
TOTAL

29

12
2
2
1
4
1
2
53

Overall, NESB businesses account for 53.2 percent of all premises (excluding banks, government
offices, etc.) in the south-eastern section of Sydney Road.
Italians are the main group (29.2 percent), followed by Greeks (12.1 percent).
Vietnamese/Chinese are 4 percent of the total, while Turks and Lebanese are negligible, at 2
percent each.
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Victoria Street to Brunswick Road, Brunswick
Of a total of 109 premises, 57 are NESB (including the offices of two ethnic newspapers)
businesses. The two newspaper offices represent Kaynak (Turkish) and Islamic Source.
Italians remain the principal group (23), followed by Greeks (12), Turks (7), and Lebanese (4).
There are two Vietnamese, and one Spanish, businesses.
There are 6 banks, government offices, etc. and one church.
Ethnic Group

Type of Business (No.)

ITALIAN
CLOTHING/FASHION (10)
FOOD (8)
PROFESSIONAL (1)
RECREATION (1)
OTHER (2)
22
GREEK
FOOD (5)
MANUFACTURING (1)
PROFESSIONAL (4)
RECREATION (1)
OTHER (1)
12
TURKISH
FOOD (2)
PROFESSIONAL (3)
OTHER (2)
7
LEBANESE
FOOD (1)
RECREATION (1)
OTHER (1)
3
MEDITERRANEAN
AUTO (1)
FOOD (2)
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4

MEDICAL (1)
CHINESE/
VIETNAMESE
FOOD (2)
UNSPECIFIED
OTHER

2
2
I

TOTAL

53

Ethnic businesses account for at least 55.8 percent of all businesses (excluding banks, government
offices, etc) in the south-west section of Sydney Road.
Italians represent 21.5 percent of all the businesses, followed by Greeks (11.7 percent), Turks (6.8
percent) and Lebanese (3.9 percent).
Summary and Conclusion
The following tables demonstrate the extent of the NESB contribution to the business life of
Sydney Road, Coburg and Brunswick, as a percentage of all businesses.
It should be noted, once more, that the following figures are underestimates, and that an
undetermined number of NESB businesses almost certainly ended up in the ’X' category.
TABLE 1: NESB BUSINESSES AS A PERCENTAGE OF ALL BUSINESSES IN THE NORTH
SECTION (BELL STREET TO MORELAND ROAD, COBURG) AND SOUTH SECTION
(MORELAND ROAD TO BRUNSWICK ROAD, BRUNSWICK) OF SYDNEY ROAD
GROUP

NORTH SECTION

SOUTH SECTION

TOTAL (Average)

ITALIAN
GREEK
TURKISH
LEBANESE
OTHER NESB

29.4
2.6
5.9
3.8
73

25J0
13.0
73
3JO
113

27.2
7.8
6.8
3.4
9.4

TOTAL NESB

492

60.1

54.6
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T able 2A subjects the northern sections to further sectional analysis:

TABLE 2A: NESB BUSINESSES BY NORTHERN SECTIONS OF SYDNEY ROAD AS A
PERCENTAGE OF ALL BUSINESSES
GROUP

NORTHEAST

NORTHWEST

ITALIAN
GREEK
TURKISH
LEBANESE
OTHER NESB

31D
2D
2D
2D
7D

33D
53
2.6
13
93

243
1.7
105
7D
123

29.3
1.7
8.6
5.1
0.1

TOTAL NESB

44D

5Z0

56D

44.8
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NORTHNORTHWEST
EASTCENTRAL CENTRAL

T able 2B subjects th e southern sections to analysis.

TABLE 2B: NESB BUSINESSES BY SOUTHERN SECTIONS OF SYDNEY ROAD AS A
PERCENTAGE OF ALL BUSINESSES
GROUP

ITALIAN
GREEK
TURKISH
LEBANESE
OTHER NESB
TOTAL NESB

SOUTH
EAST

SOUTH
WEST

2D

2125
11.7
63
2.9

8.2
533

29.2
12.1
2.0

SOUTHEASTCENTRAL
26.2
13.1
11.4

SOUTH
WESTCENTRAL
23.3
15.3
11.2

49

llD

10.7

2.4
14.7

53.9

66.3

66.9

Sydney Road is a microcosm of multicultural Australia. Along the road we found all the major
and minor players on Australia's polyethnic stage; from the stereotypical Italian fruiterer
through to the less well-known Bengali doctor. We found a road, not without its problems, but
basically doing well.

Brisbane

FORTITUDE VALLEY (CHINATOWN)
A great deal of detailed information was obtained from Chinatown Promotions, which acts as a
form of traders' association for Brisbane's Chinatown. The area covered by their members is
bounded by Ann, Brunswick, Wickham and Gipps Streets. A further survey of the opposite sides
of these bordering streets was conducted, to give a full idea of the shopping area. Ann Street
was surveyed from Brunswick to Winn Street, and Brunswick Street from McLachlan Street to St
Pauls Terrace, and overlap has been eliminated. The only section not fully counted was the
Valley Plaza, where the management did not permit surveys, but informed the researcher that
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of approximately 60 shops, about one third had management or owners of NES background. Of
these only one was known to be Asian, in fact Thai.
Not counting the Valley Plaza, 245 businesses were surveyed, of which sixteen were banks,etc.
There were 71 Chinese businesses, sixteen Italian, nine Vietnamese and twelve other NESB
(including Spanish, Indian, Japanese, Dutch, Croatian, Greek, German, French and
unidentifiable NESB). 121 businesses fell into the 'X' category. In percentage terms 44% of
businesses were owned by people of NES background, and 49% by people of Anglo-Celtic
background. 29% were Chinese businesses.
If the rough figures from the Valley Plaza are incorporated, an overall 42% of businesses could
be estimated as NESB.

WEST END (INCLUDING HILL END)
The suburban shopping centre of West End has a long tradition of catering to the large numbers
of Greek residents of the surrounding suburbs of West End, Hill End, Highgate Hill and Dutton
Park. It is also considered the longest-standing 'ethnic' shopping centre in Brisbane. The area of
West End is very close to the city centre of Brisbane, but still has reasonably low shop rents
compared with the city centre. West End has always been considered a Greek suburb, and this is
still quite true. The 1986 Census recorded 17.4% of the population of West End with Greek
ancestry, and this is surpassed by Highgate Hill with 18.2% and supplemented by Dutton Park
with 6.1%.
The survey of West End shops and businesses took in Boundary Street from the corner of
Browning Street to the comer of Brighton Street, Vulture Street from the comer of Sussex Street
to the comer of Hargrave Road, a small portion of Thomas Street which runs off Vulture Street
in the middle of the West End shops, about a block of Hargrave Road at the West End end, and
the Hill End shops at the comer of Hargrave Road and Dornoch Terrace. These areas included a
small number of residential premises, which have not been included in the summary.
A total of 212 business or office premises were surveyed, of which fifteen were banks or
government-type premises. A remarkably appropriate 17% or 36 businesses were operated by
proprietors of Greek background. Proprietors of 4.7% or ten businesses were of Italian
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background, 3.3% or seven of 'Mediterranean' background, 15.6% or 33 of Vietnamese background
and 6.1% or thirteen businesses were 'unspecified NESB'. There were two specifically 'ethnic'
organisations, the Brisbane Migrant Resource Centre and the Greek Evangelical church. 96
premises or 45.3% of the total fell into the 'X' category. The large number of Vietnamese
businesses would seem to be explained by the comparably low costs in renting or buying in West
End while operating an 'inner-city' class business.

GOODNA, DARRA, OXLEY AND INALA SHOPPING CENTRES
Several shopping centres in these areas were surveyed, and will be dealt with briefly. The
general area is the catchment region of the former Wacol settlement centre. Proportional
differences were found between the number of ethnic shops or businesses operated in the larger
malls ands plazas and the number in small local shopping centres. Discussions with mall
managements indicated that this was basically a question of higher rent and fit-out costs in the
larger centres.
Goodna Shops, St Ives Shopping Centre and Smiths Road
Thirty-nine premises were surveyed, of which five were banks or government-type offices.
There was one Vietnamese shop, two with proprietors of Mediterranean background, and three
of 'unspecified NESB’. The remaining twenty-eight shops were in the 'X' category, showing no
indication of ethnic background in their ownership, and, in general, of Anglo-Celtic appearance
or name.
Oxley - Station Road, Village Centre and Oxley Plaza
Sixty premises were surveyed, of which five were banks or government-type premises. There
were four Vietnamese businesses, two Mediterranean, six 'unspecified NESB' and the remaining
forty-three were in the 'X' category. Close to the shopping centre was a Vietnamese Baptist
church.
Inala- Biota Street, Inala Plaza and Civic Centre
The small shopping centre in Biota Street, Inala consists of twenty-eight premises. Five are
banks or government-type offices. There are four Vietnamese businesses, one Greek, one
'Mediterranean' and four 'unspecified NESB' businesses. The other thirteen are in the 'X'
category.
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The Inala Plaza and Civic Centre shopping complex contains around 100 businesses. Information
obtained from the Plaza Management indicated that there are eight Vietnamese businesses,
three Greek and four 'unspecified NESB' businesses, and that the remainder are owned bypersons of Anglo-Celtic background. One of the Government-type offices in the Civic Centre
complex was the office of the MLA for Archerfield, Mr Henry Palaszczuk.
Darra - Railway Parade, Manburgh Terrace and Darra Station Road
This small local railway station-centred group of shops contains thirty-five businesses.
Seventeen are operated by Vietnamese business people or professionals, and five are
'unspecified NESB' businesses. Eleven fall into the 'X' category, and two are Banks, etc. These
shops obviously comprise a major local community focus for Vietnamese residents in the region,
and include the office of the Vietnamese Community in Queensland, as well as medical
practitioners, para-professionals and pharmacists of Vietnamese background. However, there
are still a considerable number of 'Anglo'-operated businesses, and the centre gives the
impression of a thriving local resource catering for all sections of the community.

Wollongong

WENTWORTH STREET, PORT KEMBLA
The Illawarra Migrant Resource Centre, Wollongong, advised that Wentworth Street, Port
Kembla, was the best example of - or, rather, the nearest thing to - an 'ethnic street' in
Wollongong.
Port Kembla is about 15 minutes, by car, from Wollongong's civic centre and is highly
industrialised. Ethnic businesses and services tend to be situated at Port Kembla as there is a
significant proportion of Southern European workers at the steel works there.
We visited Wentworth Street on 26 June 1989. Wentworth Street is neatly cut off at the
intersection of Church Street at the east end and intersected by Jubilee Street at the west end.
Thereafter, there is little more than a house or two, a Leagues' Club, and a pub. Wentworth
Street is very close to the steel works. There are four or five pubs in the street, mainly at the
intersection of Allan Street, which is about half way down.
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Allan Street represents a half-way intersection dividing Wentworth Street into east and west
ends. The more 'ethnic' part is in the east end; the section furthest from the steelworks, which
is also the most desolate and run-down part of the street.
Overall, there are about 200 premises in Wentworth Street, taking Jubilee Street and Church
Street as boundaries. Approximately, one premise in every six was either disused, for sale, for
lease, or not a premise open to the public. One or two may have been ethnic clubs, for members
only.
Of approximately 160 premises that were operating businesses in the street, 19 had an ethnic
character. Of these, 17 were in the east end. The single largest group was Macedonian and
Croatian, accounting for 7 of the ethnic total, followed by Italian (5 premises), and Greek (3
premises).
While having a proportion of about 10 per cent ethnic businesses, Wentworth Street is not
'ethnic' in the sense of Lygon Street in Carlton, Melbourne, or Norton Street in Leichhardt,
Sydney, where an overwhelmingly non-Anglo flavour predominates.
The ethnic part of Wentworth Street was in the east end, and on one side of the street more than
the other. There were also a couple of light manufacturing factories (textiles and prosthetics)
in the ethnic part, and a couple of private residences. There were also a couple of vacant lots,
indicating recent demolition of buildings. In the street as a whole, there was an interesting mix
of premises, ranging from pet shops to pubs, and from second hand shops to milk bars. There was
no evidence of gentrification in the street.
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ANALYSIS OF ETHNIC NEWSPAPERS BY
LOCATION OF ADVERTISERS

The following analysis has two aims. First, it seeks to identify suburban patterns in the
advertising support provided to newspapers of Australia's principal non-English language
groups (LOTE groups: language-other-than-English) (i.e., speakers of Arabic, Croatian, Dutch,
German, Greek, Italian, Maltese, Polish, and Vietnamese) and, secondly, it seeks to correlate
such patterns to the Local Government Area concentrations of the particular LOTE groups. The
latter data is available from Census sources, and has been analysed by James Jupp and Andrea
McRobbie in AU STRALIAN LANGUAGES: A N INTRODUCTORY ATLAS (Centre for
Immigration and Multicultural Studies, Australian National University, Canberra,1989).
The following newspapers have been examined:
LA FIAMMA (ITALIAN)
IL GLOBO (ITALIAN)
HRVATSKI TJEDNIK (CROATIAN)
EL TELEGRAPH (LEBANESE AND ARABIC)
DIE WOCHE IN AUSTRALIEN (GERMAN)
DUTCH-AUSTRALIAN WEEKLY (DUTCH)
TYGODNIK POLSKI (POLISH)
MALTESE HERALD (MALTESE)
CHUONG SAIGON (VIETNAMESE)
NEOS KOSMOS (GREEK)
In the case of advertisers from locations within the Central Business Districts of Melbourne or
Sydney, the particular streets where a pattern emerged were listed. Special note was made of
advertisers based in Sydney Road and Lygon Street, as both streets were subjects of field trips.
Government advertisements were not counted; nor were advertisements from outside of Sydney
and Melbourne (which were few in number anyway).
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O ur findings are as follow s:

LAHAMMA
Head Office in LEICHHARDT, SYDNEY, bi-weekly
65 percent of advertisements in La Fiamma originated in the western suburbs of Sydney. Of the
sum total of advertisements from 55 different suburbs, 38 percent were from Local Government
Areas of Ashfield, Burwood, Canterbury, Concord, Drummoyne, Fairfield, Leichhardt,
Liverpool, and Strathfield. These LGAs, it should be noted, possess the highest concentrations
of Italian speakers in Sydney, ranging from 5 to 20 percent speaking Italian at home.
16 percent of all the advertisements were from Leichhardt LGA.
ILGLOBO
Head Office in NORTH FITZROY, MELBOURNE, bi-weekly
The vast majority (71 percent) of II Globo advertisements came from the northern suburbs of
Melbourne, followed by the southern suburbs (12 percent), and the West (10 percent).
II Globo publishes advertisements from 55 different suburbs of Melbourne.
The LGAs with the greatest concentration (i.e., 15 to 25 percent) of Italian speakers Brunswick, Coburg, Preston, and Whittlesea - represent 38 percent of all II Globo advertising.
Brunswick and Coburg actually account for 22 percent. It is interesting to note that 14 percent of
the total advertising comes from businesses located in Sydney Road (mainly the Brunswick
strip).
HRVATSKI TJEDNIK
Australian Head Office in ST. ALBANS, MELBOURNE, weekly
Accurate Census figures for Croatian speakers were not available, but 73 percent of
advertisements in Hrvatski Tjednik were from businesses in Melbourne’s western suburbs which
are areas with a Yugoslav residential concentration.
EL TELEGRAPH
Published at MARRICKVILLE, SYDNEY, tri-weekly
El Telegraph publishes advertisements from 44 different Sydney suburbs, and from 18 in
Melbourne. The main Arabic speaking LGAs in Sydney - Auburn, Bankstown, Burwood,
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Canterbury, Marrickville, and Parramatta - account for 64 percent of all the advertisements in
the paper. 27 percent are from Canterbury LGA, which includes the suburbs of Campsie,
Lakemba, Belmore, Punchbowl, and Earlwood. 15 percent are from Bankstown and 7 percent
from Marrickville.
The figures for Melbourne reveal a base of support (i.e., 35 percent of all advertisements) in the
inner northern LGAs of Brunswick and Coburg. Of that percentage, businesses in Sydney Road
account for 7 percent.
Coburg and Brunswick are the most concentrated of all the Melbourne LGAs in terms of Arabicspeakers.
DIE WOCHE IN AUSTRALIEN
BANKSTOWN, SYDNEY, weekly
Nearly half of the advertisements in Die Woche in Australien originate from the western
suburbs of Sydney. A quarter of the total are from the southern suburbs. The biggest single base
of support was from businesses in the City of Sydney. In all, the paper carried adverts from 20
different suburbs of Sydney, and from 10 in Melbourne.
Die Woche receives strongest support from the better-off suburbs of Melbourne's south and east
(36 percent from each), virtually no advertisements from the west and none from the northern
suburbs.
DUTCH-AUSTRALIAN WEEKLY
Head Office at Pitt Street, SYDNEY, weekly
The Dutch-Australian Weekly carries advertisements from 11 Sydney suburbs; half are from
the northern suburbs and 28 percent from southern suburbs.
TYGODNIK POLSKI
Office in La Trobe Street, MELBOURNE, weekly
Half of the advertisements in Tygodnik Polski came from businesses in the south, south-east, or
eastern suburbs of Melbourne. An additional 33 percent came from the Central Business District
of Melbourne. The paper ran adverts from 18 different suburbs of Melbourne.
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Notwithstanding the newspaper's strong support from within the Central Business District of
Melbourne, the pattern of sponsorship of Tygodnik Polski corresponds to the Polish speaking
pattern in Melbourne.
The Caulfield LGA, for example, represents 22 percent of total advertisements, followed by
Malvern LGA (11 percent), and Prahran (11 percent). The following south, south-east, and
eastern LGAs accounted for 5.5 percent each: Brighton, Camberwell, Dandenong, Doncaster,
Springvale, St. Kilda, and Waverley.
Polish speaking areas in the western LGAs accounted for 11 percent of all advertisements,
namely: Footscray and Sunshine.
MALTESE HERALD
Office in MERRYLANDS, SYDNEY, weekly
The Maltese Herald featured advertisements from 19 different suburbs of Sydney; the vast
majority (i.e., 93 percent) of the adverts being from the western suburbs. The remaining 7 percent
came from southern suburbs, and none were from the northern or eastern suburbs.
The source of advertisements corresponds with the location of Maltese concentrations in such
western LGAs as Blacktown, Fairfield, Holroyd, and Penrith.
The Maltese Herald ran advertisements from 9 different suburbs of Melbourne; 42 percent being
from the most concentrated Maltese LGAs, namely: Sunshine, Keilor, and Altona.
CHUONG SAIGON
Postal Address, CABRAMATTA, SYDNEY, bi-weekly
Chuong Saigon carried advertisements from businesses in 16 different suburbs of Sydney and
from 10 in Melbourne. 88 percent of all adverts were from Sydney's western suburbs, with
Cabramatta accounting for 36 percent of the total number. The remaining adverts came from
southern suburbs, and none came from eastern or northern suburbs of Sydney.
The northern suburbs of Melbourne accounted for nearly half of all the Melbourne sources of
support, southern suburbs for 31 percent, and eastern suburbs for 16 percent. The high Vietnamese
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speaking LGAs of Collingwood and Richmond accounted for 26 percent of the Melbourne total, as
did Springvale.
NEOS KOSMOS
Head Office, Russel Street, MELBOURNE, bi-weekly
Neos Kostnos ran advertisements from 63 different suburbs of Melbourne; 43 percent coming from
northern suburbs, 34 percent from southern suburbs, 12 percent from eastern suburbs, 5 percent from
western suburbs, and 6 percent from Greek businesses in the Central Business District (mainly
Lonsdale and Russell Streets).
The notable Greek speaking LGAs represented 37 percent of all advertisements, specifically:
Brunswick (11 percent of all advertisements, Collingwood and Northcote (9 percent of total)
Oakleigh (8 percent of total), Port Melbourne, Richmond, and South Melbourne.
Sydney Road, Brunswick, accounted for about 4 percent of the total, and is included in the
Brunswick figure.
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GREEK - SPEAKERS SYDNEY
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INDIAN AND SRI LANKAN BORN
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VIETNAMESE - SPEAKERS SYDNEY
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YUGOSLAV BORN
SYDNEY
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CHINESE - SPEAKERS MELBOURNE
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MUSLIMS - MELBOURNE
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VIETNAMESE - SPEAKERS MELBOURNE
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YUGOSLAV BORN
MELBOURNE
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LOTES

PERTH

Percentage of the to ta l population over 4 using a language
o th e r than English at home in 1986.
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YUGOSLAV BORN
PERTH
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